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OVERVIEW

CONCLUSION

This project involves my explorations and research regarding Operating Systems (OSes) from 2017 to 
2020.

The OS you use is dependent on your needs. Each user has a different set of needs, and therefore 
different OSes appeal to different people. Through this project I learned many vital terminal 
commands, the structure of OSes, the different uses of OSes, how to image a computer with an OS, 
more coding concepts, how to troubleshoot with broken computers, how to make and use Virtual 
machines, how to run OSes via a flash drive, and many more key concepts that I had not known 
before. I hope to use this knowledge in future projects involving terminal usage and coding.

RESEARCH TOPIC

PROCEDURE

Running Android emulator on my Mac (I combined 
code from Android Studio and MIT App inventor to 

create this emulator)

Building Chromium OS on my Ubuntu PC

Display and Analysis of Operating Systems 
on VirtualBox

In my Independent Study Research, I researched 
various interesting OSes and their pros and cons. I 
explored the optimal purpose for each OS. 

I delved into the terminal and GUI to explore more 
about the OS. I noted what software could be 
installed and run, the specs of the OS, the basic 
kernel the OS was based on, the ease of terminal 
usage, and many other exciting characteristics 
about the OS.

I researched facts about the OSes on the Internet, 
ranging from scholarly internet articles to Youtube 
videos. I learned that people have developed 
opinions and bias towards certain OSes, so 
information must be inspected carefully before 
usage.

Sometimes it required simply clicking a link on a 
website, other times it required downloading and 
compiling source code. For example, in order to obtain 
the image file for Chromium OS (the OS that 
chromebook software is based on) and Fuchsia OS 
(Android's possible future replacement), I needed to use 
tools like Git to obtain the source code. After 
downloading the source code, I needed to use multiple 
tools in order to build an image file of the OS from the 
source code. This process took many attempts to 
successfully carry out, as many times the files were 
corrupted or my computer ran out of memory. Once I 
had the image file, I would run the image file for further 
testing and usage. I would do so on an OS emulating 
software such as VirtualBox or Parallels Desktop, or I 
would run the OS on another computer.

ANALYSIS

- Linux is not compatible with as many applications as Windows and Mac OS X (as most applications are 
designed with the intent to function on Windows PCs and Macs)

- Linux is best used for coding, developing, and servers (most servers use Linux OSes such as Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux, CentOS, Ubuntu Server, and openSuse)

- Linux is portable, you can put Linux OSes on flash drives and easily plug the USBs into computers and 
use the OS

- If your PC has adequate resources, in order to have the best PC experience and access to a variety of 
apps, Windows is the optimal OS

In order to discover more OSes, I usually started my investigations with Internet research. Once I knew basic 
information about the OS (the kernel or mother OS it is based off of, the size of the OS, the popularity of the 
OS, and the main user group for the OS, I would obtain the source code or download the OS. Obtaining an 
OS image file (the file that contains the OS itself) was not always straightforward.

I tested many Operating Systems based on 
the Linux Kernel. All of them tended to be 
more lightweight (use less computer 
resources, more cut down, prioritise 
essential features) than Windows and Mac 
OS X. I tested Ubuntu, all official Ubuntu 
flavors, Linux Mint, Elementary OS, Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux, Fedora OS, Kali Linux, 
Peppermint OS, Debian, Raspbian, Puppy 
Linux, Chromium OS, Fuchsia OS, and 
openSUSE.

My main takeaways were:

- Linux is more lightweight than Mac 
OS X and Windows (especially distros 
like Peppermint OS, flavors of Ubuntu, 
and Raspbian, which have a simple 
GUI and not as many inbuilt features). 
Linux can be used to revive old and 
slow Windows PCs (to increase speed, 
as not as many resources are required  
on Linux)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yax8f92ExpQFuZnH0Ps6n2JF3bzHnU6K/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1E_ip5tPpRiZ9Xf1B3cy5j3jrt3lBXgeT/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1dSF8Oc5LKX-CDKfYLr6Uo0TkdFYHI7J_/preview

